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AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH
ASSOCIATION endorsement
February 6, 2018
Dear UNC Minority Health Conference Participants:
On behalf of more than 50,000 members, the American Public Health Association (APHA) extends
warmest wishes
February
6, 2018to the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill Gillings School of Global Public
Health for the 39th annual Minority Health Conference.
Dear UNC Minority Health Conference Participants:
Congratulations to the Minority Student Caucus, Minority Health Conference Co-chairs, planning
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Health for the 39 annual Minority Health Conference.
reflected in the work of the Minority Health Conference. For these reasons, APHA is once again proud
to endorse this year
conference.
Congratulations
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Minority Student Caucus, Minority Health Conference Co-chairs, planning
committee, advisors, and all others involved on another successful conference. APHA’s values are an
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students, researchers, and practitioners.
The University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill Gillings School of Global Public Health is a tier-one
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the
Minority Health
Conference
continues
salient public health topics to a community of
students, researchers, and practitioners.
Congratulations again to all the hard working students and supporters of the Minority Health
Conference
in celebrating
39 years!
This
year’s theme,
“Reclaiming
the Narrative” is critical to understanding how we stand up and speak
out in a time when it’s most needed. I hope you gain valuable information to help create healthier
Sincerely, and protect the well-being of our country.
communities
Congratulations again to all the hard working students and supporters of the Minority Health
Conference in celebrating 39 years!
Sincerely,
Georges C. Benjamin, MD, FACP, FNAPA, FACEP (E), Hon FRSPH
Executive Director

Georges C. Benjamin, MD, FACP, FNAPA, FACEP (E), Hon FRSPH
Executive Director
800 I Street, NW • Washington, DC 20001–3710
202-777-2742 • www.apha.org
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2018 minority health
conference co-chairs welcome
On behalf of the Minority Student Caucus, the Minority Health Conference Planning
Committee, and the Gillings School of Global Public Health at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, we welcome you to the 39th Annual Minority Health Conference.
In 1971, the Minority Student Caucus was established to draw attention to health inequities
and the lack of representation of minority students and faculty at the School of Public Health
at UNC-Chapel Hill. As a part of this effort, the Minority Student Caucus organized the first
Minority Health Conference in 1977 on the “Perspectives on the Health of Black Populations”.
Since then, the conference has grown to include other racial/ethnic minorities as well as
increase in complexity by recognizing the intersectionality of sexual, class, and gender
identities among many more.
This year’s theme is “Reclaiming the Narrative,” and is based on the recognition that the
world is organized by the stories we tell. Stories have the power to influence the way we
view ourselves and others and have the power to shape our actions. Given this sometimes
unacknowledged influence, we must ask who are the storytellers, and who benefits from these
narratives. The answers to these questions can offer an understanding of how we as public
health professionals can progress in a meaningful way. This year’s theme challenges us to end
the perpetuation of damaging rhetoric against marginalized communities. It highlights how
resilient communities have fought to speak truth to power and refused to have their voices
silenced. and how public health practitioners can join such efforts. By reclaiming the
narrative, communities and public health practitioners can reconcile the past and present
and take agency in the future to promote health for all people.
Given the sociopolitical age we live in, we felt that “Reclaiming the Narrative” was timely.
With the current rhetoric of racism, xenophobia, homophobia, sexism, and other oppressive
hegemonies, it is now more important than ever to understand and challenge the narratives
that underpin the policies and practices that affect the health of marginalized communities.
As women of color, we have found that many of the stereotypes perpetuated in our society are
untrue and impact virtually every aspect of our lives. We are continually inspired by
communities and practitioners who organize, advocate, and resist systems that
disenfranchise minorities. We are also motivated and challenged by those who
use the arts and journalism to speak truth to power.
We hope that participating in this year’s conference will give impetus to building solidarity
among marginalized communities, practitioners, academics, and artists to acknowledge and
understand each other’s complexities, oppressions, histories, and unique strengths.
We would like to recognize the work that our interdisciplinary planning committee has done
in preparation for the conference. Planning a high-quality conference of this magnitude is
no easy task.
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welcome to the 39th annual
minority health conference
We are also appreciative of our new and long-standing conference sponsors that have
supported and ensured a sustainable conference from year to year.
We would like to thank Dean Barbara K. Rimer and the Dean’s Office at the Gillings School of
Global Public Health for their continued support.
To our advisors: Associate Dean Charletta Sims Evans, Ms. Chandra Caldwell, Ms. Trinnette
Cooper, Ms. Avia Mainor, and Ms. Cherelle Whitfield and the NC Institute for Public Health,
we are eternally grateful for your guidance and unwavering support as we navigated the
planning process.
Special acknowledgement goes to Dr. Victor Schoenbach for his continued support, passion,
and commitment to the conference.
Many thanks to Mr. O.J. McGee for webcast production, Ms. Becky Hart for website
management, Ms. Kathy Cheek for fiscal management, Mr. David Pesci for communications
guidance, Mr. Sterling Frierson for his assistance in raising funds for this event, and Ms. Mara
Guevarra for her artistic vision. Without their help, the logistics and sustainability of this
conference would not be possible.
Finally, we are thankful for your support and enthusiasm towards the conference’s vision. Your
continued interest motivates and encourages us to work tirelessly to produce a space where
our passions can ignite.
Sincerely,

Melissa Luong and Shikira Thomas
2018 Minority Health Conference Co-Chairs
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Gillings School of Global Public Health
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2018 20th Annual William T. Small
Jr. Keynote Lecture Webcast
We would like to extend a special welcome to our partner conferences participating in the
William T. Small Jr. Keynote Lecture Webcast. Partners have organized local events or
conferences in conjunction with our conference. We are thrilled to have these additional
student and community groups join the conference as joining together reinforces and
extends our collective ability to reclaim the narrative for justice and equity.
Moderator: Josh Boegner, MPH Candidate, Department of Health Behavior,
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health

partner CONFERENCES

Mecklenburg & Union County,
Improving Community Outcomes for
Maternal & Child Health
UCLA Fielding School of Public
Health, Center for the Study of
Racism, Social Justice, and Health

University of Illinois at Chicago,
School of Public Health

University of Georgia, Center for
Social Justice, Human and Civil Rights

group viewings
American Institutes for Research
Chapel Hill, NC
Brown University School of
Public Health
Providence, RI
Duke Digital Health
Durham, NC
Elizabeth City State University
Bachelor of Social Work Program
Elizabeth City, NC
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Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Center for Health Policy at
Meharry Medical College,
Professional Development Seminar
Nashville, TN
Southern Connecticut State
University Public Health Department
New Haven, CT

UNC Health Care, North Carolina
Cancer Hospital
Chapel Hill, NC
University of Iowa College
of Public Health
Iowa City, IA
VCU Libraries, Tompkins McCaw
Library for the Health Sciences
Richmond, VA
Virginia Department of Health,
Office of Health Equity
Richmond, VA
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conference agenda
07:30 am

Check-in/Continental Breakfast
atrium

09:00 am

Welcome by Conference Co-Chairs
Melissa Luong and Shikira Thomas
Grumman Auditorium

09:10 am

Welcome and History of the Conference by
Samuel Baxter and Caitlin Williams
Grumman Auditorium

09:15 am

Welcome by Dean Rimer
Grumman Auditorium

09:20 am

Welcome by Dr. Rumay G. Alexander
Grumman Auditorium

09:25 am

introducing the 20th annual william t. small jr.
keynote speaker monica raye simpson
Grumman Auditorium

09:30 am

20th annual william t. small jr. keynote speaker
lecture: monica raye simpson
Grumman Auditorium

10:45 am

poster presentations and exhibitors
willow and atrium

1 1 :00 am

morning concurrent breakout sessions
Racialization, Trauma, and the Resiliency
of Marginalized Communities ....................................................... REDbud
The Impact of Public Spaces
on Community Narratives ....................................................... dogwood
Stigma and Addiction: The Impact of Biased
Narratives on Substance Use Healthcare .......................... sunflower
Tools for Reclaiming the Narrative:
Telling Your Story Workshop .............................................. bellflower
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conference agenda
12:00 Pm

poster presentations and exhibitors
willow and atrium

12:30 Pm

lunch
trillium room

01:30 pm

remarks by chancellor carol folt
grumman auditorium

01:35 pm

Introducing the 7th Annual Victor J. Schoenbach
Keynote Speaker Vann R. Newkirk II
Grumman Auditorium

01:40 pm

7th Annual Victor J. Schoenbach Keynote Speaker
Vann R. Newkirk II
Grumman Auditorium

02:45 pm

poster presentations and exhibitors
willow and atrium

03:15 pm

afternoon concurrent breakout sessions
Using Technology and Data to
Promote Health Equity ..................................................................... Redbud
Shifting the Global Health
Narrative in Academia and Beyond ......................................... Dogwood
Picking Up the Pieces: Community Resiliency
in the Face of Natural Disasters ............................................ Sunflower
Tools for Reclaiming the Narrative: Community
and Health Advocacy Skills Workshop ............................. Bellflower

04:20 pm

closing performances: UNC gospel choir & zankiliwa
Grumman Auditorium

04:50 pm

closing remarks
Grumman Auditorium

05:00 pm

conference adjourns
Grumman Auditorium
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keynote speakers
20th Annual William T. Small, Jr. Keynote Lecture
Achieving Health Equity and Justice Through
the Reproductive Justice Framework
This current political moment is forcing the healthcare field to think
more critically and expansively about our work in order to be of better
service for our communities. The once dark lines of separation
between sectors are blurring and the theory of intersectionality is
becoming more widely understood by service providers and
professionals. However, if there is a commitment to truly achieving health equity, we
must also name and address the root of inequity - racism.

abstract

Black women named Reproductive Justice over 20 years ago to speak truth to power. They worked
to build an intersectional movement that was rooted in the human rights framework that didn’t
separate our reproductive lives from the very real social justice issues that impact our ability to
live healthy and free from oppression.
Reproductive Justice is a powerful movement that is helping to change the discourse on
healthcare in this country as well as shift power dynamics within systems that have failed to
honor the expertise and experiences of people of color. Reproductive Justice as a framework
offers innovative strategies and solutions to achieving health equity by naming and defining
reproductive oppression and centering the most marginalized. By seeking every opportunity to
shift culture and with a focus on systematic change, Reproductive Justice as a movement and
framework is imperative to transform healthcare so that it is both equitable and just.

biography
Monica Raye Simpson is the Executive Director of SisterSong
Women of Color Reproductive Justice Collective. A native of
rural North Carolina, Monica has organized extensively against
human rights violations, reproductive oppression, the prison
industrial complex, racism and intolerance and is deeply
invested in southern movement building and the fight for Black
liberation. She is also committed to birth justice as a certified
Doula. Monica couples her activism with her artistry and
released her first live album entitled Revolutionary Love where
she blends her gospel roots and her passion for social justice
with deep soul to create the sound known as Revolutionary
Soul. Because of her “artivism,” Monica was named as a New
Civil Rights Leader by Essence Magazine and chosen as one of
Advocate Magazine’s 40 under 40 leaders.
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keynote speakers
7th Annual Victor J. Schoenbach Keynote Lecture
The Civil Rights Imperative for
Health Equity

abstract

2018 marks the 50-year anniversary of one of the most tumultuous
years in black history. 1968 is regarded as the informal end of
the civil-rights movement, ushering in a time where King’s unfinished
work clashed against the forces of a modernizing America.

But one part of that movement has grown in the 50 years since. Public health is a field that has
matured and drastically changed the way people live. It’s not usually associated with civil rights,
but the truth is that much of our public health system originated in the struggles for equality over
the past 200 years. The connection makes sense, because the idea of public health is based on an
idea that until recently might’ve been considered radical: that population health requires health
equity, and that equity requires access.
The theme of “Reclaiming the Narrative” and the anniversary are good times to remember that
history and assess how far the country and the world have come at ensuring the most basic right
to health and life.

biography
Vann R. Newkirk II is a staff writer at The Atlantic, where
he covers politics and policy, with a focus on health policy,
civil rights, and environmental justice. He earned his MSPH
in Health Policy and Management from the Gillings School of
Public Health at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill,
and his bachelor’s degree in biology from Morehouse College.
Prior to working at The Atlantic, Newkirk worked as a staff
writer at Daily Kos, and before that as a policy analyst at the
Kaiser Family Foundation.
Newkirk aims in his journalistic work to bring to bear both a
familiarity with health policy and civil rights and a history of
research in communities of color. In a world where people of
color still fight for representation and where rich family
histories and health stories are often lost to time, Newkirk’s
work focuses on people on the margins. His body of work includes articles, essays, and analyses
on race, civil rights, health-care reform, and even decades-long environmental injustices.
In 2017, Newkirk was named to The Root 100, an annual list of the most influential black people
across different fields. He lives in Hyattsville, MD with his wife and son.
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breakout sessions
1

Racialization, Trauma, and the Resiliency
of Marginalized Communities
Speakers: Anderson Al Wazni, MSW, Atiya Husain, MA, PhD,
H’Lois Mlo, Cruz Nuñez
Moderator: Cristina Leos, MSPH

redwood
Marginalized communities are often traumatized by everyday
discrimination—yet are able to remain resilient. In this session,
panelists will examine the health impact of trauma that
historically marginalized racial, ethnic, and religious groups
often face. Solutions and paths to resiliency will be highlighted as
a key subject along with the racialization of trauma in the lives
of people of color.

2

the impact of public spaces on community
narratives
Speakers: Donovan Livingston, MA, EdM,
Lauren West-Livingston, MS

dogwood
The public space is an integral aspect of American society.
Public space provides a location in which citizens are able to
express their thoughts and opinions through speech, art, and
activism. From confederate monuments to street art, these
many forms of public expression shape and impact the narrative
surrounding the communal American experience. In this session,
local activists and educators will explore this idea of public space
and the impact of the narratives created within these spaces
on the experiences of people of color.
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breakout sessions
3

Stigma and Addiction: The Impact of Biased
Narratives on Substance Use Healthcare
Speakers: Tessie Castillo, Carolyn Crowder, LCSW, LCAS,
Martin Woodard
Moderator: Juanita Darden, NCCPSS, BSW, CSAC-A

sunflower
Biased narratives around substance use have adversely impacted
the way healthcare for addiction is designed and developed.
These narratives negatively depict minority communities impacted
by substance use and stigmatize individuals receiving treatment.
This panel will discuss the different factors within minority
communities that impact accessibility, quality of substance
use treatment, and multi-level solutions for combating these
narratives.

4

Tools for Reclaiming the Narrative:
Telling Your Story Workshop
Speaker: ‘Shemekka Ebony’ Coleman

bellflower
This workshop will be beneficial for those who represent
or are wanting to engage marginalized communities affected
by health inequities. Participants will build skills in telling both
personal and community narratives. By incorporating best
practice examples of challenging the narrative of marginalized
communities, this informative and interactive workshop session
will equip participants with the tools to regain power through
storytelling.
Snapchat users - be sure to use the Minority
Health Conference geofilter on all of your snaps
throughout the day!
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breakout sessions
5

Using Technology and Data to Promote
Health Equity
Speakers: Elizabeth (Libby) McClure, MS, Lenora S. Smith,
Nicole Robinson-Ezekwe, MA, MPH

redwood
Data stories combine visualizations with narrative flow to tell
meaningful stories about health and equity. Data storytelling
has both the potential for perpetuating a particular story or the
possibility of uncovering underlying injustices. The panelists in
thissession will present research focused on neighborhood-level
social factors, and environmental hazards contributing to
geographic and racial health disparities. The panelists will also
discuss the challenges associated with using technology to
tell stories in health, and will include both research and
community member perspectives.

6

Shifting the Global Health Narrative in
Academia and Beyond
Speakers: Deshira Wallace, MSPH, Raúl Necochea López, PhD,
Willa Dong, MSPH, Jocelyn Chua, PhD

dogwood
In this moderated panel discussion, students and professors from
the Gillings School of Global Public Health, Department of Social
Medicine, and Department of Anthropology will examine how
researchers and practitioners can challenge Eurocentric
and Western norms while honoring traditional, home-grown
approaches to healing, care, and development. These panelists
will provide examples of how we can shift the global narrative
through illustrative examples from their own work including
sexual and reproductive health, mental health,
and maternal health.
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breakout sessions
7

Picking up the Pieces: Community Resiliency
in the Face of Natural Disasters
Speakers: Linda Joyner, Diamond VE Holloman

sunflower
After Hurricane Matthew, minority communities in North
Carolina’s northeastern region - which bear much of the state’s
poor health burden - were hit hard by this storm and continue to
work toward rebuilding. Presenters for this session will highlight
narratives around government hurricane response, allocation
of resources, and community resilience in areas devastated by the
storm. Participants will have an opportunity to engage with
speakers about opportunities to improve future rebuilding
efforts and how we can work as a community to support
towns in eastern North Carolina.

8

Tools for Reclaiming the Narrative:
Community and Health Advocacy
Speaker: Ivan Kohar Parra

bellflower
This workshop will introduce participants to effective strategies
to build solidarity among minority communities to ensure that
their voices are heard in the political and social spheres. Even in
times of political division, there are effective strategies and tools
that both community groups and public health professionals can
use for successful community and health advocacy. The workshop
will explore how to conduct a power analysis to identify key
stakeholders and issues for advocacy work. Participants will learn
methods for effectively amplifying the voice of underrepresented
populations for real action and policy change.
Join the conversation on Twitter @MHC_UNC!
#mhc2018 #reclaimingthenarrative
#wearestorytellers
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speaker biographies

1

Racialization, Trauma, and the
Resiliency of Marginalized
Communities

Cristina Leos, MSPH
Doctoral Student, Department of Health Behavior,
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health
Cristina Leos, MSPH, is an advanced doctoral student at the UNC Gillings School of Global
Public Health in the Department of Health Behavior. Her research focuses on adolescent
development, with particular emphasis on Latino youth mental and sexual health outcomes.
Cristina’s expertise centers on finding innovative ways to improve adolescent health and
reduce disparities, specifically by leveraging behavioral science and digital health innovation.
She is co-founder and officer of MyHealthEd, Inc., a nonprofit dedicated to improving youth
health education through technology, where she is working on an Office of Adolescent Health
funded project to develop and implement a mobile sexual health intervention for middle school
students. Cristina’s work has been generously recognized by the American Public Health
Association, National Public Radio, and Forbes 30 Under 30.

Anderson Al Wazni, MSW
Freelance Writer/Public Speaker
Anderson Al Wazni graduated from Smith College in 2014 where she completed a thesis on
Muslim women and feminism that was subsequently published in the NASW Social Work
journal. Anderson presented her research at the 2016 national NASW and has since expanded
her talks to include teaching clinicians the trauma of Islamophobia, policy and social justice
issues pertaining to Muslims and refugees, and the impact of global warming on the refugee
crisis. She has given public talks and taught CEU lectures at conferences and university
programs including NC NASW Ethics conference, Duke-UNC Consortium for Middle East
Studies, Smith College, ECU, and non-profits. She remains active in writing including the
Oxford University Press Blog, the Muslim Vibe, and Smith College Social Work journal.
Anderson lives in NC and studies part time through the Al Mahdi Institute in England.

Atiya Husain, MA, PhD
Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of Richmond
Atiya Husain is an assistant professor of sociology at University of Richmond who researches
race/religion, crime, post-9/11 state violence, anti-blackness, and Muslims. She has a PhD
in sociology from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and her work can be found in
Ethnic and Racial Studies and Sociology Compass. She is working on a book that examines how
anti-Muslimness shapes the US racial hierarchy and the lives of people who do not identify as
Muslim in order to make sense of the most recent iterations of the US racial hierarchy.
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speaker biographies
H’Lois Mlo
Student, Guilford College
H’Lois Mlo is a Senior Bonner Scholar at Guilford College. She is Montagnard (the indigenous
people of Central Vietnam) from the Ede tribe. She is an Accounting major with a double
minor in Music and Money and Finance. She is an active community volunteer to those who are
in need of basic help. She has worked on the Montagnard Hypertension Project for 5 years now,
archiving materials and learning about the health of elders. Affiliated with the various
organization she help with, she works on citizenship fairs, interprets and is a mentor to young
adults in Greensboro and Charlotte area.
She currently is the Volunteer Coordinator for Guilford College - Newcomer’s School and
Coordinator for VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance) this year. She is a teacher
assistant and tutor to incoming refugees and immigrants at Newcomers. She works primarily
with Southeast Asian Refugees because she would like to see a strong strengthening and
empowerment to her community as they are lumped together with the overall Asian community.
As having two refugee parents and being American born, H’Lois sees herself as a bridge where
she is able to help both sides out. All of the community work she has done revolves around
being a Bonner Scholar, giving her an experience as a progressing leader and activist.

Cruz Nuñez
Web Developer
Cruz Nuñez was born in Mexico in 1996. During high school, he was involved with an activist
group. He graduated from Chapel Hill High School in 2014. He enrolled in Durham Technical
Community College and then dropped out. He graduated from Durham’s The Iron Yard coding
academy in 2015. He currently works as a web developer for a private company.

2

The Impact of Public Spaces on
Community Narratives

Donovan Livingston, MA, EdM
Doctoral Student, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Donovan Livingston is an award-winning educator, spoken word poet, and public speaker.
In 2016, his Harvard Graduate School of Education convocation address “Lift Off” went
viral, reaching over thirteen million views and prompting Hillary Clinton to praise, “It’s young
graduates like [Livingston] who make it clear that America’s best days are still ahead.” Since
his pivotal speech, Livingston has been featured on CNN, NPR, BBC, Good Morning America,
and in news outlets across Europe, Australia, India, and South Africa. His convocation address
was published as a book by Spiegel & Grau in 2017.
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speaker biographies
A believer in the enormous opportunities that education provides, Livingston inspires students,
educators, and communities with his conviction that every child has the right to “lift off” and
achieve their dreams. Drawing on personal experiences as well as scholarship, Livingston
examines the legacy of social inequalities in America’s school system and encourages
educational reform as a means to greater change. An impassioned and dynamic speaker,
he incorporates creative elements into his lectures such as spoken word poetry and audience
collaboration.
Livingston earned master’s degrees from Columbia University and Harvard University, and is
now a doctoral candidate at the University of North Carolina in Greensboro. He lives in
Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Lauren West-Livingston, MS
MD/PhD Candidate, Wake Forest University School of Medicine
Lauren West-Livingston is a 2012 graduate of Duke University where she earned her B.A. in
Spanish Studies and a 2015 graduate of the UNC Greensboro Graduate School where she
completed her M.S. in Biochemistry with a focus in nanoscience. Currently, she is pursuing an
M.D./Ph.D. Candidate at the Wake Forest School of Medicine, where she is in the Molecular
Medicine and Translational Sciences Ph.D. track with a research focus in regenerative
medicine and tissue engineering.
During her time at Wake Forest, West-Livingston has served as Co-President of Student
National Medical Association, Community and Physician Outreach Chair of the Latino Medical
Student Association, Executive Director of Public Relations for the DEAC Student-Led Clinic,
Cultural Awareness Council Representative in the Student Government Association, and
Medical Education Student Ambassador.
As a resident of Winston-Salem, West-Livingston has volunteered with Family Services, Inc.
as a sexual assault and domestic violence crisis line operator, as well as the Exchange/SCAN
(Stop Child Abuse Now) Program as a teen group facilitator. She is currently the Co-Chair of
the Duke Alumni Association Triad Regional Board. She is dedicated to contributing to the
community in which she serves and aspires to incorporate her experiences into her future

3

Stigma and Addiction: The Impact
of Biased Narratives on Substance
Use Healthcare

Juanita Darden, NCCPSS, BSW, CSAC-A
Peer Support Specialist, UNC Horizons
As a person in long term recovery, my story reflects so many individuals whose life has
been affected by drugs. Both of my parents were alcoholics and my siblings also engaged
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in drug use. My environment consisted of domestic violence, alcoholism, physical, sexual,
and verbal abuse. This contributed to my need to escape reality so I started using alcohol and
marijuana by the age of twelve. By age sixteen, my addiction had progressed to cocaine
addiction. Needless to say, I dropped out of high school to pursue my addiction full-time.
My drug use continued for over the next 15 years until I relocated to Raleigh NC at the age of
thirty-four. By age 39, I graduated from Wake Tech with my associate’s degree in Human
Service Technology/Substance Abuse. May 13th, 2017, I graduated from Shaw University with
a bachelor’s degree in Social Work. I am currently working on my certification to become a
certified substance abuse counselor. In addition, I am a certified Peer Support Specialist
with over ten years in recovery. I have dedicated my life to helping those that continue to be
stigmatized by this disease. I am here to serve as an example and reclaim the narratives of
every individual living with addiction.

Tessie Castillo
Advocacy and Communications Coordinator,
North Carolina Harm Reduction Coalition
Since 2010, Tessie Castillo has served as Advocacy and Communication Coordinator
for NCHRC. She is the agency’s only registered lobbyist and has successfully advocated for
several new laws pertaining to overdose prevention, naloxone access, law enforcement
needle-stick injury prevention, and the legalization of syringe exchange programs. She
produces the majority of NCHRC’s media articles on harm reduction, drug policy reform,
criminal justice and law enforcement issues and has been published in Slate, Salon, The Fix,
and AlterNet. She is also a regular contributor on harm reduction topics to The Huffington Post.

Carolyn Crowder, LCSW, LCAS
Director of Behavioral Health, Lincoln Community Health Center
(Jane) Carolyn Crowder is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker, Licensed Clinical Addictions
Specialist, and Certified Clinical Supervisor with 20 years of experience working with
individuals who have mental health and substance use diagnoses. She is the Director of
Behavioral Health at Lincoln Community Health Center, a large urban primary care “safety net”
provider in Durham, North Carolina that serves approximately 34,000 patients annually.
Lincoln provides many important services for its patients, including Medication Assisted
Treatment for substance use disorders. Carolyn supervises MSW students from the UNC School
of Social Work and North Carolina Central University School of Social Work, as well
as individuals in the community who are working towards full licensure in Social Work and
Addictions.
Carolyn has also worked in a variety of other settings over the years, including
non-profit and for-profit agencies and State and County government. She has been a part of
research teams for multi-site federal research studies with the CDC and with SAMHSA. She
is the choir director and pianist for Dukes Chapel United Methodist church in Durham, NC.
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Martin Woodard
Project Director, North Carolina Department
of Health and Human Services
Martin has worked in the behavioral health field for over 30 years with an emphasis on
addictive disorders. Initially in the US Air Force where he grew from providing counseling to
those in need on various bases to managing addictions clinics, to being handpicked to join the
Inspector General’s team where he traveled throughout Asia inspecting clinics. He was also
instrumental in designing the Air Force’s initial Counselor Certification program.
Upon retirement he continued to work within the addictions field in Raleigh initially as a
supervisor to becoming the Director of the Alcoholism Treatment Center (ATC) and then the
Executive Director of all ATC services until the programs were divested. UNC HealthCare/
School of Medicine assumed responsibility for the ATC and Martin continued serving as the
Program Director.
Martin’s responsibilities then shifted to assuming the responsibility to design and implement
a Tobacco Cessation program on the WakeBrook campus. In March 2015, Wake AHEC invited
him to present the outcomes, innovations and lessons learned while at WakeBrook.
Martin departed UNC in April 2015 to assume his current role of working for the State Division
of MH/DD/SA as the Project Director of a SAMSHA grant focusing on implementing recovery
supports which enhance both treatment and recovery in several counties across the state with
a special emphasis on veterans.

4

Tools for Reclaiming the Narrative:
Telling Your Story Workshop

‘Shemekka Ebony’ Coleman, MS
Steward of Community Champions, 100 Million Healthier Lives
‘Shemekka Ebony’ Coleman, MS in Counseling Studies, is an activist for community,
women, and children’s rights; she is the self proclaimed “voice to the voiceless.” She has
lived experience facing health inequity and addressing food insecurity while leading others
committed to creating healthy positive change in social ecosystems. Her experience as a
community engager affords her a platform to create a secure place for economic empowerment
and health equity engagement for those not being well represented. She serves her community
as a high-demand speaker and provides services such as coaching and leadership training in
community engagement.
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Shemekka Ebony has dedicated over 20 years of her life to specialize in advocacy
for victims and their transformation. She is committed to raising awareness to several
underrepresented populations such as survivors of victimization, health and wellness
inequity, and food insecurity. Shemekka Ebony is also faculty at the Institute for Healthcare
Improvement, for the RWJF funded SCALE grant. She serves as Community Champion Steward
for community champions serving across the country with SCALE grant. She consults several
NC community non-profit organization best practices in community engagement.
You will find her continuing to share hope and inspiration through her missions work with
#IAmBrilliant Community Engagement.

5

Using Technology and Data to
Promote Health Equity

Elizabeth (Libby) McClure, MS
Doctoral Student, Department of Epidemiology,
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health
Libby is a PhD student at UNC studying health disparities through occupational and
environmental epidemiology. She uses spatial analysis approaches for both academic and
public audiences in collaboration with local health departments and organizations. Before
coming to UNC, she did applied research on housing quality/access and health with a
partnership connecting community groups focused on child well-being and opportunity in
Boston neighborhoods.

Lenora S. Smith
Executive Director, Partnership Effort for the
Advancement of Children’s Health
Lenora S. Smith is the Executive Director of the Partnership Effort for the Advancement of
Children’s Health (PEACH). PEACH is pursuing a social enterprise model that will train
community residents and provide employment opportunities through a PEACH-affiliated
business enterprise that provides a full range of environmental assessment and remediation
services to community residents and property owners. She is a state certified lead inspector,
lead risk assessor, and lead supervisor. Lenora has more than 20 years of community
connectivity - creating, directing, and working with residents and other organizations to make
resources available to marginalized and underserved residents throughout the community.
Lenora currently serves on the Duke Chancellor’s Community Health Advisory Board,
Durham Transformation in Ten Poverty Reduction Initiative, Northeast Central Durham
Partners Against Crime neighborhood coalition, and the Duke Latino Health Roundtable.
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She was the first recipient of the Durham Neighborhood Spotlight award in 2017, she served as
the secretary for the Durham Branch NAACP from 2006-2008, and she received the
Inter-Neighborhood Council, Neighborhood Hero Award in 2006. Lenora is from Port
Chester, NY and lives in Durham with her husband, Lester and they have three grown children.

Nicole Robinson-Ezekwe, MA, MPH
Social/Clinical Research Specialist,
UNC Center for Health Equity Research
Nicole Robinson-Ezekwe is a Social/Clinical Research Specialist at the UNC Center for
Health Equity Research (CHER). Her research focuses on the built environment’s role in the
development of chronic diseases in minority communities, and the application of GIS and
spatial analysis methodologies in public health research. At CHER, Nicole is a Project
Coordinator for MAPSCorps Nash and Edgecombe, which is a youth-based asset mapping
and enrichment program located in Rocky Mount, North Carolina. She also a coordinator and
researcher for the Social and Environmental Assessment to Rate Community Health project
(SEARCH) which is aimed at measuring neighborhood-level factors that influence physical
activity and cardiovascular disease-related health outcomes in Nash and Edgecombe
counties. Nicole received her BS from the University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC) in
Environmental Science, an MA in Geography from the University Maryland, College Park, and
more recently an MPH in Health Behavior from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

6

Shifting the Global Health
Narrative in Academia and Beyond

Deshira Wallace, MSPH
Doctoral Candidate, Department of Health Behavior,
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health
Deshira Wallace is a doctoral candidate in the Department of Health Behavior in UNC’s
Gilling School of Global Public Health. Her research focuses on assessing the effects of
stress on diabetes-related behaviors in a diverse Latinx population. More broadly, she has
conducted research in the Dominican Republic aimed at exploring the how individuals in
rural areas self-manage their type 2 diabetes. In the summer of 2017, she continued this line
of research with further investigating the mental health burden of living with type 2 diabetes
through qualitative inquiry. Deshira received her B.A. in Environmental Science and Policy from
Duke University and her MSPH in Health Behavior. Outside of UNC, Ms. Wallace is on the board
of directors of two local non-profits focused on youth development.
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Raúl Necochea López, PhD
Associate Professor, Department of Social Medicine,
Adjunct Associate Professor, Department of History,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Raúl Necochea López is an Associate Professor in the Department of Social Medicine and an
Adjunct Associate Professor in the Department of History at UNC. He is the author of A History
of Family Planning in Twentieth Century Peru (UNC Press, 2014). He is broadly interested in the
history of medicine, sexual and reproductive health, and relations between developed and
developing regions. His current book project is a history of cervical cancer in Latin America.

Willa Dong, MSPH
Doctoral Student, Department of Health Behavior,
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health
Willa Dong is a doctoral student studying Health Behavior at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Before, she earned her BA in Public Health at UC-Berkeley (2009),
and her MSPH in International Health at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
(2012). In 2009, Willa received a Fulbright scholarship to research maternal health in rural
China. Her master’s thesis examined sex workers’ mental health needs in southern China using
qualitative methods. Currently, she researches the mental and sexual health of LGBTQ and sex
worker populations.

Jocelyn Chua, PhD
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Jocelyn Chua is Associate Professor of Anthropology at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. Her research examines suicide, death, and violence in the contemporary world,
particularly the ways psychiatry and psychology intervene into these threshold experiences by
endeavoring to reshape human capacities for living. It draws on the strengths of ethnography to
unravel unexpected effects, contradictions and tensions that mental health interventions
produce in people’s lived experience and relations with others. She is author of “In Pursuit of
the Good Life: Aspiration and Suicide in Globalizing South India” (University of California Press,
2014) and is currently researching a new project on the relationships between
psychopharmaceuticals, war-making, and US empire.
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7

Picking up the Pieces: Community
Resiliency in the Face of Natural
Disasters

Diamond VE Holloman
Doctoral Student, Curriculum for the Environment and Ecology,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Diamond VE Holloman is a doctoral student in the Curriculum for the Environment and Ecology
at UNC-CH. She earned her BA degrees in Journalism and Environmental Studies, and a
minor in Poetry from New York University. Her community-based research focuses on the
intersection of natural disasters (namely hurricanes) and socioeconomic disparity, centering
people’s lived experiences of recovery in her analysis. Through an environmental justice lens,
she aims to understand what recovery really looks like a year or more after a major disaster, and
how we can aid these communities in highlighting their needs and increasing resilience. She is
currently working in communities in Eastern North Carolina in the aftermath of
Hurricane Matthew.

Linda Joyner
Commissioner, Town of Princeville
Certified Career Counselor
Linda Joyner is a native of Edgecombe County, North Carolina. She is the seventh of the ten
children of the late Mack Lee and Mattie Joyner who instilled in her the value of family and
serving one’s community.
Linda has been employed as a Youth Case Manager with OIC of America, Inc. for the past
eleven years. She is passionate about working with local youth, whom she helps to learn
and grow to become productive citizens in the community. Her heart’s desire is for the youth to
become the leaders, to be the change and the role models our communities need.
Linda had been a community activist leader for many years utilizing her gifts of planning and
organizing events for the betterment of her community.
Linda was elected to the office of Commissioner for the Town of Princeville in November
2015 and voted Mayor Pro-Tem by the Board in January 2016. She has been instrumental in
Hurricane Matthew Relief efforts. She has built an outstanding rapport with the constituents
in her ward as well as serving the 2200 citizens of Princeville. She has also earned the respect
of many legislative and government officials in North Carolina.
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Linda’s mode of operation stems from her favorite quote by George Washington Carver, “Start
where you are with what you have make something of it never be satisfied.” Linda currently
resides in Princeville, NC. She is the mother of Terrance Joyner and grandmother of Xavien
Mack Lee Joyner, the loves of her life.

8

Tools for Reclaiming the Narrative:
Community and Health Advocacy
Skills Workshop

Ivan Kohar Parra
Executive Director, NC Congress of Latino Organizations
Ivan Kohar Parra is an experienced community organizer and trainer. He is the Executive
Director of the North Carolina Congress of Latino Organizations, Lead Organizer for
Triangle CAN (Congregations, Associations, and Neighborhoods). Both community organizing
networks are affiliated with the IAF (Industrial Areas Foundation), the nation’s first and largest
network of multi-faith citizen’s organizations.
Ivan immigrated from Colombia in 1995 with a degree in family therapy and experience
working with a nonprofit agency in the poorest neighborhood of Bogotá. Soon after arriving to
North Carolina, he served as the director of El Centro Hispano in Durham and helped found the
Latino Community Credit Union one of the largest financial institution owned and operated by
Latinos in the US.
The North Carolina Congress of Latino Organizations engages thousands of Latino immigrants
in the democratic process.
Triangle Congregations Associations and Neighborhoods is a network of over 80 institutions
based in Orange, Durham and Wake Counties which develops the skills of diverse leaders to be
change agents in their communities.
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Total Praise! by the
UNC Gospel Choir
The UNC Gospel Choir will be
singing Total Praise. Through the
performing of this song, the
Gospel Choir hopes to relay the
message that despite the
injustice the African-American
community has faced for
hundreds of years and still
continues to be faced with today,
they will continue to give God all
the glory and honor through
adversity.

West Africa: The
Evolution of Dance
by Zankiliwa
This dance showcases
Zankiliwa’s interpretation of
how African dance has evolved
through time. It symbolizes how
different dance moves have
been built on one another to
become what we know today as
modern African dance.
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UNC Gospel Choir
The UNC Gospel Choir is an organization
that promotes and uplifts the kingdom of God.
The UNC Gospel Choir is a religious-affiliated
group that stands as an organization centered
around community involvement and spiritual
development. The choir’s purpose is to provide
an opportunity for students to fellowship with
individuals who share their same religious
affiliation as well as provide an opportunity for
spiritual growth. The UNC Gospel Choir travels
to various cities within surrounding communities
in order to present, promote and praise the
kingdom of God through singing a diverse
repertoire of songs. The choir consists of diverse
backgrounds and distinctive cultures that unite
to fulfill one purpose: to display God’s love on
campus and to transmit an encouraging word to
community members. This group stands to be
an avenue to strengthen one’s relationship with
God, to develop a social support system, and to
enhance one’s vocal abilities.

Zankiliwa
Zanki, short for Zankiliwa, is a sub-group of
OASIS which stands for the Organization for
African Students’ Interests and Solidarity.
OASIS started on UNC’s campus in 1981 with
the mission of spreading awareness of the
beauty of African culture and serving as a resource
for the UNC-CH campus and its surrounding
communities. Zankiliwa formed shortly after
the establishment of OASIS. Zankiliwa is a word
that originated in Cameroon which means to “get
down” and to dance enthusiastically. Zankiliwa’s
mission is to express African culture through the
art forms of traditional African dance and modern
Afro Hip-Hop. The dance troupe strives to educate
the neighboring communities about one of the
most important aspects of African life — DANCE.
A majority of the dancers and dance styles hail
from West Africa although they also incorporate
dance styles from all over the continent of Africa.

posters
Brinkley-Rubenstein, L., Costenbader, B., Golin,
C., Zule, W., Wohl, D. & Dubey, M. Exploring the
use of Pre-exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP) among
injection drug users in Guilford County, NC.
Clarke, L.S., Riley, H., Dunlop, A., Corwin, E.J.
& Hogue, C.J. Gendered racism, contextualized
stress, and depression among pregnant,
black women.
Drake, J., Bess, K., Diallo, M., Hoover, S., Dave, G.
& Corbie-Smith, G. Overcoming barriers to
biospecimen collection in African American
populations.
Felder, S. Reclaiming the narrative: The life
course of homeless female veterans.

Khan, A., Hayes, M., Eisen, A. & Hollister, N.
Refugee Community Partnership: a traumainformed and relationship-focused approach to
develop community-based support system for
resettled refugee families.
Milroy, J. J. & Hickerson, B.D. Presented by Oakes,
L. Using design thinking and rapid prototyping
with college students with Intellectual and/or
Developmental Disabilities (IDD) to investigate their
health and wellness needs.
Morrison, S., Shreeniwas, S., Balakrishnan, K. &
Patel, K. Asian American minority health: Health
status among Montagnards in North Carolina
with implications for public health practice.

Goodman, J.D. Defining non-residential
fatherhood for Black Americans in the
21st Century.

Revens, K.E., Gutierrez, D. & DeHaven, M.J.
Tu No Estas Solo/You are Not Alone: Providing
culturally appropriate mental health services
to Latino immigrants through a community
partnership.

Guerrab, F.Z., Moore, A., Dixon, C., Morse, C.,
Kotey, A., Eng, E., Lightfoot, A., Robertson, L.
& Smith, B. Reducing racial disparities in cancer
treatment completion through system change:
Process evaluation findings.

Richmond, A., Jackson, M. & Robinson, M.
Structural inequalities: An on the ground
view - A two-day summer intensive.

Hernandez, M. & McMonigle, M. Peer navigators:
A formal mechanism to engage and empower
community.
Higginbotham, B.L., Byrne, V.L. & Donlan, A.E.
Using Twitter to assess campus climate after a
hate crime.
Johnson, T., Bryant, A., Lynn, M.R., Jenerette, C. &
Rodgers, S. Reclaiming the narrative: Shifting the
nursing school experience for underrepresented
ethnic minority and disadvantaged background
students through use of courageous dialogues.
Jones, M., Leak, L., Robinson, S., Riggins, L.,
Lightfoot, A., James, S., Mamo, M. & Golin, C.
Turning darkness into light: Residents of public
housing communities explore community
concerns through photography to inform
HIV prevention in Durham.

Riggins, C., Riggins, E., Belfield, B., Belfield, D.,
Luong, M., Pike, E., Bahorski, S., McGirt, C.,
McLendon, C., Jackson, M. & Lightfoot, A.
PICTURE YES!: Youth lead the way in shaping a new
vision of community in southeast Raleigh, North
Carolina.
Shaughnessy, S., Rimmler, S. & Tatum, E. Using
photovoice as a tool for environmental justice
organizing.
Sheppard, B., Chauvenet, C., Campbell, D.,
Gallagher, B. & Siddique, N. Beyond the health
benefits of fresh fruits and vegetables:
Utilizing qualitative research to understand
the broader impacts of a community gardens
project in low-income rural communities.
Taraskiewicz, L., Boegner, J. & Subramanyam, V.
Justice and equity in public health: A
qualitative study of barriers for public
health faculty in teaching equity content.
Torres, S.L., Beam, M.A., McDaniel, A.N., Racine, E.F.
& Solomon, C. Cabarrus County park departments
develop physical activity opportunities in Spanish
for the Latino Population.
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2018 conference exhibitors
Central and Eastern North Carolina
Transcendental Meditation Center
Hotel Indigo Raleigh/Durham Airport RTP
151 Tatum Drive
Durham, NC 27703
Certified TM Teacher Diana Williams
dwilliams@tm.org, 252-321-0020
https://www.tm.org/transcendentalmeditation-north-carolina
Counter Tools and CounterTobacco.org
205 Lloyd Street, #211
Carrboro, NC 27510
https://www.countertools.org/
Department of Health and Human Services
North Carolina Division of Public Health
5605 Six Forks Rd.
Raleigh, NC 27609
http://publichealth.nc.gov/

Maya Angelou Center for Health Equity
525 Vine Street
Suite #150, 1st Floor
Winston Salem, NC 27101
http://www.wakehealth.edu/MACHE/
Medical Advocates for Healthy Air
109 N. Graham Street, Suite 205
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
https://cleanaircarolina.org/maha/
National Alliance on Mental Illness,
North Carolina
309 W. Millbrook Road, Ste. 101
Raleigh, NC 27609
https://naminc.org/
North Carolina American Indian Health Board
Winston Salem, NC
http://ncaihb.org/

East Carolina University
East 5th Street
Greenville, NC 27858
https://www.ecu.edu/

North Carolina Justice Center
224 S. Dawson St
Raleigh, NC 27601
http://ncjustice.org/

Every Woman North Carolina:
Preconception Health Campaign
6504 Falls of Neuse Road
Suite 100
Raleigh, NC 27615
http://everywomannc.org/

North Carolina Occupational Safety and
Health Education Research Center:
Outreach & Continuing Education
CB #8165
UNC Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8165
https://osherc.sph.unc.edu/

Frontier Nursing University
195 School Street
P.O. Box 528
Hyden, KY 41749
https://frontier.edu/

Piedmont Health
127 Kingston Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
https://www.piedmonthealth.org/

Immunization Branch,
Department of Public Health
5601 Six Forks Road
Raleigh, NC 27609
http://www.immunize.nc.gov/

Southern Historical Collection,
UNC Chapel Hill
200 South Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27515
https://library.unc.edu/wilson/shc/

Kiran, Inc
1012 Oberlin Road
Raleigh, NC 27605
https://www.kiraninc.org/

UNC Center For AIDS Research (CFAR)
Strategic Community Engagement
Education Dissemination Office (SCEED)
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
http://unccfar.org/
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2018 conference exhibitors
UNC Center for Health Promotion and
Disease Prevention
1700 Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard
CB# 7426
Chapel Hill NC 27599-7426
http://hpdp.unc.edu/
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health,
Dean’s Office
170 Rosenau Hall
135 Dauer Drive
Chapel Hill, 27599
http://sph.unc.edu/resource-pages/deansoffice-contact/
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health,
Epidemiology
135 Dauer Drive
2101 McGavran-Greenberg Hall, CB #7435
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
http://sph.unc.edu/epid/

UNC Health Sciences Library
335 S Columbia St
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
https://hsl.lib.unc.edu/
UNC School of Nursing
Carrington Hall, CB#7460
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
Nursing.unc.edu
UNC School of Social Work
Tate-Turner-Kuralt Building
325 Pittsboro St #3550
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
http://ssw.unc.edu/
Youth Empowered Solutions
4021 Carya Drive, Suite 160
Raleigh, NC 27610
http://www.youthempoweredsolutions.org/

UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health,
Health Policy and Management
135 Dauer Drive
1101 McGavran-Greenberg Hall, CB #7411
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
http://sph.unc.edu/hpm/health-policy-andmanagement-home/
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health,
Maternal and Child Health
135 Dauer Drive
401 Rosenau Hall, CB #7445
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
http://sph.unc.edu/mch/maternal-and-childhealth/
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health,
Nutrition Department
135 Dauer Drive
245 Rosenau Hall, CB # 7461
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
http://sph.unc.edu/nutr/unc-nutrition/
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health,
Public Health Leadership Program
135 Dauer Dr
4104 McGavran-Greenberg Hall, CB#7469
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
http://sph.unc.edu/phlp/phlp/
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thank you to our sponsors!
old well sponsors ($10,000 or more)

carolina sponsors ($2,000 - $4,999)

tar heel sponsors ($500 - $1,999)
UNC Center for Health Promotion
and Disease Prevention
Dr. Robert and Wendy Reasenberg,
in Honor of Dr. Victor Schoenbach
Dr. Victor and Marion Schoenbach,
in honor of James and Doris Murrell
UNC Gillings School of Global Public
Health Department of Epidemiology
UNC Gillings School of Global Public
Health Department of Environmental
Science and Engineering
UNC Gillings School of Global
Public Health Department of
Health Behavior

UNC Gillings School of Global Public
Health Department of Health Policy
and Management
UNC Gillings School of Global Public
Health Department of Nutrition
UNC Gillings School of Global Public
Health Department of Public Health
Leadership Program
UNC Gillings School of Global Public
Health Alumni Association
UNC Athletics
UNC Center for Health Equity Research
UNC Department of City and
Regional Planning

UNC Department of Geography
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive
Cancer Center
UNC Office for Diversity and
Inclusion
UNC School of Information and
Library Science
UNC School of Law
UNC School of Media and Journalism
UNC School of Medicine
UNC School of Nursing
Truth Initiative

blue sponsors (up to $499)
Carolina Women’s Center
Dr. Samuel Cykert
Institute of African American
Research at UNC Chapel Hill
Ms. Becky Paxton

Society for the Analysis of
African American Public Health
Issues (SAAPHI)
Student Wellness, UNC-Chapel Hill
UNC Campus Health Services
UNC Center for Aging and Health

UNC Gillings School of Global Public
Health Department of Biostatistics
UNC Gillings School of Global Public
Health Department of Maternal and
Child Health
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